
Chapter 191

The House of Royals was an extremely found place in Cansington. However, not even the super-rich were permitted to visit the
House of Royals. 

Many bigwigs were curious about what the House of Royals looked like after receiving an invitation from Lex. 

Lex had used a significant amount of money to host this event. 

Initially, he had a budget of 30 million, then added an additional 50 million. In total, the whole event cost them 80 million
dollars. 

Outside the House of Royals, there was an open space. 

In this area, a stage was set up with an artist singing to her heart’s content. It would look like a Christmas event if someone
passed by without knowing what was happening. The living room in the House of Royals was thousands of square meters. 

Lex wore a red suit and held his dragon cane proudly and confidently. 

All the other Callahans were energetic and very high-spirited. 

Thea showed up in a gorgeous dress and became the center of attention. 

“Alex Yates brought a bottle of Chateau Lafite Wine. Wishing Mr. Callahan a blessed birthday.” 

A slender receptionist stood at the villa’s gate 

The person was a famous celebrity 

She glanced at the gift list handed over and read it aloud with the microphone in her hand. Her voice resonated in the villa, and
many people in the villa cast their gazes over to the door They saw Alex dressed in a neat suit as he strode forward with a



smile. “Mr. Callahan.” 
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“Mr. Yates…” 

Lex personally walked over to greet him. He smiled broadly and said, “Mr. Yates, your presence today is already an honor. You
didn’t need to bring a gift.” 

“Haha, it’s not much.” Alex smiled and glanced around the room. He did not see James but saw Thea alone. 

He did not overthink it. 

He would feel uncomfortable with James around anyway. 

“Charles Bertrand, the chairman of Abundant Pharmaceuticals, arrived and presented an original painting of Leonardo da
Vinci. 

“Bryan Grayson, the chairman of the Gourmand, arrived and presented a jade ring. 

“Yuna froin longevity Phannaceuticals sent ten boxes of panda dung tea.” 

Bigwigs began to show up one after another. These people were the most prominent figures in Cansington and were very
influential. “The genius doctor, Jay Fallon, has arrived. He presented countless health supplements. I wish Mr. Callahan all the
health and happiness in the world.” 

The announcement sounded, and an older man walked inside with a beautiful woman. 

This time, Lex had invited everyone who he could to the party. He did not expect to have such great influence for so many
prominent figures to show up. 
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He smiled broadly. In addition to all the famous figures in Cansington, there were also many big shots that had assets of tens to
hundreds of millions. 

Everyone cast envious gazes as they watched countless bigwigs walk through the door. 

“Lex is really impressive to have even the genius doctor, Jay, attend his birthday party.” “Yeah, I’m so confused. How did a
head of a second-class family suddenly rise up?” 

“Alex, Yuna, Charles, Jay, and Bryan are the top people in the river. Now they’re all attending Lex’s birthday.” 

“Gavin, a Cansington’s representative of the Five Provinces Business Alliance has arrived. He presented eight hundred eighty-
eight dollars, 18 famous paintings, 38 antiques, 88 grams of gold, and a villa in the Goodview Villa District…” 

A pleasing voice sounded through the speakers in the House of Royal’s living room. Everyone held their breath as the
announcement sounded through the speakers. 

It was such a generous present. ‘When did the Callahans get involved with the Five Provinces Business Alliance?’ 

Even the Great Four who applied to join the Five Provinces Business Alliance were rejected. 

Now. Gavin from the Five Province Business Alliance had come to celebrate Lex’s birthday in person and even prepared such
a generous gift. 

Everyone was stunned. 

They did not understand what was happening. 

However, they understood that the Callahans were about to rise high. 

It was impossible for them not to rise above the others with the Five Provinces Business Alliance as a backbone.


